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A pellet that will keep them 
coming back.
Masterfeeds Robo-Max 18% Robot Pellet is designed to enhance 
the drivability of cows to robot milkers. With highly palatable 
ingredients, a unique flavor profile and excellent pellet quality 
characteristics, using Robo-Max 18% will mean shorter fetch lists 
with more opportunities to harvest milk.

Masterfeeds – the experts in robot milking:

     -  Experience: we’ve been feeding robots in  
Canada since 2000.

 -  Selection: There are many options available in the 
Robo-Max line up including an 18% and 20% protein 
pellet or a 30% option to be mixed with on-farm  
grains and a supplement for high producing cows.

 -  Quality: Meet your production goals with a  
dedicated staff, quality ingredients, and HAACP 
approved manufacturing facilities.
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DIRECTIONS FOR USE:
Feed Robo-Max 18% Robot Pellet at a rate  
sufficient to deliver 1.0 to 3.0 kg per visit.

Feeding speed should be adjusted in conjunction 
with average milking speed, but should fall into  
the range of 300 to 400 grams per minute.

Successful feeding in robotic systems is entirely 
dependent on having a properly balanced  
bunk recipe. 

Follow an on-farm feeding program provided  
by your Masterfeeds Account Manager.

FEATURES & BENEFITS: 
Hard pellet. Designed for optimal flow and  
reduced fines in automated feeding systems.

High quality, palatable ingredients with a unique 
blend of flavors. Specifically formulated for 
optimum intake, while avoiding issues associated 
with acidosis. Keeps them happy for the entire 
milking. This means fewer kicked-off milkers!

All natural protein with a specific balance of by-
pass protein and amino acids. Ensures palatability 
and performance. 

High quality fermentable fibre. Provides more 
digestible fibre as fermentable sources of energy.  
This keeps her milking with good feet and 
components, while helping her to breed back  
in shorter days.

Rumen conditioner. Helps in preventing sub-acute 
acidosis and maintaining optimum rumen pH to 
maximize health and performance.

Supplemented vitamins and minerals. Ensures 
cows are receiving nutrients according to their 
production. 
 
 

GUARANTEED ANALYSIS

Crude Protein (minimum) ...................................18.0%
Crude Fat (minimum) ...........................................3.5%
Crude Fiber (maximum)........................................6.5%
Calcium (actual) ....................................................0.7%
Phosphorus (actual) .............................................0.5%
Sodium (actual) ....................................................0.1% 
 

Product #:  Bulk – 407462 
Start-Up – 407465  

Robo-Max 18% Robot Pellet is a highly palatable feed that is intended to be fed in dairy 
cows through an automated feeding system. Fed in conjunction with a balanced partial 
mixed ration, Robo-Max 18% provides supplemental energy and protein to encourage 
maximum visits to automated milking/feeding stations.
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